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ABSTRACT 
Retrial queues have been proposed in literature as a means of managing lost traffic in wireless cellular networks. 
However, the retrial queue system has led to a more complex Markovic process in network analysis. This complexity 
is further worsened by the addition of handover prioritization. In this paper, a solution that can minimize this 
complexity has been studied. The solution involves an integration of computational and analytical modeling 
techniques. The work was simulated and tested in Matlab/Simulink with guard channels as a handover prioritization 
scheme. Further evaluations were carried out on the effect of blocking probability (PB) as a quality of service (QoS) 
parameter. Numerical results obtained from the integrated approach show that the retrial queue reduces the PB for 
all requests (new and handover). The result obtained from this paper simplifies the solution to the complexity found 
in retrial queue systems. Furthermore, it was also deduced that reduced retrial rate with corresponding increase in 
the retrial queue size improves the network quality without an increase in system complexity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The wireless cellular system is affected by an 
exponential growth of subscribers. It is therefore 
imperative for the communication industry to provide 
better coverage and improved network capacity as well 
as an effective call/request control procedure to 
optimize network usage [1, 2]. As a result of the limited 
frequency spectrum and a limited number of channels 
per coverage area, the cellular concept was introduced 
to solve the problem of spectral congestion and user 
capacity [1]. However, this concept has over time faced 
challenges due to cell overlap and an increased traffic 
volume. This has resulted to an increase in the number 
of requests that are dropped or blocked while a 
communication is in progress or while trying to gain 
access to the network. Thus subscribers are unsatisfied 
with the quality of service (QoS) rendered by the 
network operator. Customer satisfaction can only be 
achieved if standard QoS is maintained at the network 
[1, 3, 4]. QoS comprise the speech quality as well as the 
availability and reliability of service within a given 
coverage area. However, with an increase in traffic 
intensity, QoS depends more on the uncommitted 
network resources and on the teletraffic engineering of 
the network. Standard QoS can be maintained if the 
number of ongoing requests dropped while being 
handed over from one cell to another is minimized or 
insignificant. These requests are called handover 
requests. Therefore the network must have a very low 
handover call dropping probability. On the other hand, 
the incoming or new requests arriving at the network 
may be blocked if there are no free/common network 
resources available at their time of arrival. These 
requests are termed new requests. Therefore the new 
call blocking probability must also be made to be as 
small as possible.  
 
1.1 The Retrial Queue  
Retrial queues in wireless cellular networks have been 
studied for different telecommunication networks and 
computer systems. The retrial queue is a special type of 
queueing system that takes into account the retrial 
phenomenon whereby arriving requests that find all 
the channels in a cell occupied or busy tend to retry 
after a random interval of time, following a random 
order or the first-in-first-out (FIFO) order [6, 10, 20]. 
The retrial queue model is found in various practical 
situations such as in retail shopping where a customer 
who finds a long waiting line may wish to do something 
else to return at a later time with the hope that the 
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queue dissolves [16]. As a matter of fact, the 
assumption that customers who leave the system as a 
result of inadequate channel resource are lost is just a 
first order approximation to a real situation. Usually 
such a customer returns to the system after a random 
time interval and tries to get service again [6, 16]. 
Retrial queues have been shown to improve network 
quality and customer satisfaction [7, 9, 10, 12]. The 
retrial queue unlike other classical queuing methods is 
designed to retry all requests whether new or 
handover that have been denied access to a channel 
resource. These requests are blocked or dropped 
leading to a waste of limited network resources. This 
means that such requests cannot be served. To 
minimize such wastes, the retrial queue allows 
requests in danger of being blocked to try to get access 
to the resource stream once again without leaving the 
network. Retrials could take place after a random time 
and for a given time interval. In this paper, only the first 
retrials have been accepted after which the request 
could be dropped if not served. The reason being that 
after the first retrial, subsequent retrials if allowed will 
cause congestion in the network since the same limited 
resources serve new requests.  
 
1.2 Resource Reservation  
A resource reservation scheme referred to as the guard 
channel (GC) scheme has also been added in the 
network design. GCs are used for prioritizing handover 
requests over new requests [10]. The GCs are resources 
that have been reserved for handover requests only. 
The need for GCs arises because handover requests are 
active requests. This means that they are already using 
up a channel resource. Active call drops lead to waste 
of limited resources. It is therefore in the best interest 
of the network operator and customers for dropped 
handover requests to be avoided to a great extent. In 
addition, new calls should be treated fairly and not to 
be entirely blocked from gaining access to the network 
as a result of the lack of free channels when the 
handover requests are absolutely comfortable. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
2.1 Standard Retrial Queue Models 
In standard queueing models, a single queue for 
handover requests was proposed to queue blocked 
handover requests that should have been dropped [11, 
17]. These requests are served according to some 
queueing discipline. Most literatures that are based on 
this theory may have an additional guard channel 
scheme or its variants like the Fractional Guard 
Channel (FGC) scheme, Limited Fractional Guard 
Channel (LFGC) scheme and so on [15]. These schemes 
have one goal and that is to prioritize handover 
requests over new requests. Most authors believe that 
handover requests are the best determinants for the 
level of the network’s QoS parameters. However, 
standard queueing models do not take the retrial 
phenomenon into account and therefore cannot be 
applied in solving a number of practically important 
problems such as fairness between receptions of new 
and handover requests [6, 11].  
Various research methods combine the retrial queue 
model and maybe an additional prioritization 
technique for the handover calls such as an additional 
queue for the handover calls. A handover retrial 
mechanism and a guard channel scheme were analyzed 
in [7]. A recursive analysis was used to evaluate the 
system’s advanced cell configuration. The recursive 
algorithm was used to obtain an analytical model from 
which the system performance measures were 
evaluated. Two models dealing with the call retrial 
phenomenon in a mobile communication system are 
presented in [7]. The first model considers a BS with a 
finite customer population and retrials. The second 
model focuses on the use of the Guard channel concept 
to prioritize the handover requests. A Markov chain 
modelling was proposed and a recursive method was 
developed to determine the state probabilities. The 
impact of customer retrial on the network’s QoS was 
then evaluated.  A new algorithm termed MOSEL 
(Modelling, Specification and Evaluation Language) 
was proposed in [18] to approximate and offer solution 
to the retrial queue problem and to evaluate the 
performance of the cellular network. The MOSEL tool 
was also used to formulate models and also calculate 
the system’s performance measures. An approximate 
approach that employed probability generating 
functions and phase-merging techniques was employed 
for the performance evaluation of an M/M/2 retrial 
queue in which both servers are subject to active and 
idle breakdowns [6]. These techniques are used to 
analyze the limiting behaviour of the system.  It has 
also been shown that algorithmic methods and 
approximate techniques are powerful tools for solving 
analytically problems that are difficult to manage [6, 8]. 
An approximate technique and the cut-off scheme were 
employed to calculate desired QoS metrics in an 
isolated cell under multi-parametric call admission 
control (CAC) in a cellular wireless network (CWN) in 
[5]. An analytical approach for the development of 
simple approximate CTMC models whose state spaces 
grow linearly with the number of calls that can be 
simultaneously made within a cell was proposed in 
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[19]. This approach was used to evaluate the call 
blocking probabilities with customer retrials due to 
blocked new calls or failed handovers. Analysis of the 
retrial queue system is a complex and often intractable 
method. Either of the approximate analytical or the 
computational approach [7, 11, 13] has been used in 
literature. However, none of these approaches has 
yielded precision and numerical stability required from 
such systems.  
 
2.2 The Integrated Computational and Analytical 
Approach  
This is the modeling approach adopted in this paper. 
The reason for this approach is that it aids in designing 
and analyzing a practical system that exhibits a real 
world scenario while reducing complexity in system 
analysis. The computational approach was done using 
the matlab/simulink block oriented simulation 
environment while the analytical approach was based 
on a two-dimensional Markov process and the phase-
merging techniques. The two-dimensional Continuous-
Time Markov Chain (CTMC) provides a very powerful 
and efficient means for the description and the analysis 
of a random process that is characterized by transition 
between states. Due to the transitions between and 
within levels of the two dimensional CTMC, deriving 
the steady-state probabilities in retrial queueing 
systems is challenging.  Therefore, the phase-merging 
technique (PMA) aids in the analysis of the model 
complexity required for the adequate description of the 
real system [14, 20]. It is important to establish the 
best design criteria for improved network QoS 
standard while reducing system complexity. 
The performance metrics to be considered are the 
blocking probability with retrial (PBr), blocking 
probability without retrial (PB), the handover call drop 
probability (PH), retrial queue length (K) and retrial 
rate (α). 
 
3. MODEL DESIGN 
3.1 The physical Model 
The network considers both the new and handover 
calls; therefore an isolated node in an isolated cell is 
represented with two call types as shown in Figure 1. It 
is assumed that the cells in the adopted typical cellular 
network are identical. Therefore the analysis of an 
isolated cell can be extended to the entire network. 
Requests are modeled as a Markov-modulated Poisson 
process with exponentially distributed inter-arrival 
times given as λN and λH respectively. The call holding 
time defines the call departure rates, µ, which is also 
exponentially distributed. It is assumed that blocked 
new and handover calls will retry for a free channel the 
first time with a retrial probability θ or abandon the 
system and be lost with probability 1-θ if blocked the 
second time. The admittance of more than two retrials 
for a single call in the system will increase the offered 
load on the network and this may lead to congestion 
[11]. Therefore a single retrial is allowed for each call 
in the retrial queue since a limited number of retrials 
will prevent the negative influence of retrials on new 
requests that are arriving at the network for their first 
attempt and also on handover calls crossing the cell 
boundaries. The time between retrials is exponentially 
distributed and the retrial rate is denoted by α. Among 
the channels in the system there are the free channels 
which accept new and handover requests, while the 
guard channels, g, are reserved solely for handover 
calls. Handover calls that were not served will retry for 
a free channel once. Such requests will be treated as a 
retried call and cannot access the guard channels. A 
queue with size K is provided to hold blocked calls for a 
first retrial. After a first retrial, if unsuccessful, the 
blocked calls will leave the system. 
 
Figure 1: An integrated model of retrial queue for wireless cellular networks 
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3.2 The Analytical Model 
The network is modeled analytically as a two 
dimensional continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) [9, 
13]. The state of the system is described by a two-
variable random process in continuous time, {X(t), Y(t) 
:    }, where X(t) is the number of occupied channels 
at time t and Y(t) is the number of blocked new 
requests in the retrial queue. The state space of the 
CTMC is defined as: S = { ,  },   , , ,    ,     
 ,  ;    , , ,   . P( ,  ) is the probability that the 
system is in a state ( ,  ) where ( ,  )  S. 
The analysis of the Markov model is complex and will 
be simplified using the phase merging approximation 
(PMA) technique [9, 12, 13, 14]. Following the method 
of computation used in [9,12, 13], the steady state 
probability can be determined by taking the product of 
the conditional probability distribution of the number 
of channels occupied at time t and the marginal 
probability of the different levels of the retrial queue. 
The approximate conditional probability        can 
be expressed as [7, 9, 13] 
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Consider each level of the retrial queue as a macrostate 
(an aggregate of all states in a level or a merged model) 
to form the overall state space of the merged model 
which is defined as  ̃       . The analysis of the 
overall state space of the merged model gives the 
approximate marginal probability distribution of the 
number of blocked new requests in the retrial queue. 
Transitions into the macrostates,   , and transitions out 
of the macrostates,   , can be expressed in equations 
(3) and (4); 
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Therefore the total traffic intensity between the 
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The steady-state marginal probability will be obtained 
by applying the Erlang formula to the merged model.  
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   is defined as the marginal probability for each level 
of the merged model and    is defined as the initial 
marginal probability for the merged model. 
To obtain the initial marginal probability, all 
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Substituting equation (8) into equation (6) the steady-
state marginal probability will be 







   
                                          ( ) 
The approximate steady-state probability distribution 
{X(t), Y(t) :    } can be obtained by taking the 
product of the approximate conditional probability and 
the marginal probability. 
From the steady state probability, the system’s 
performance measures can be determined from 
equations (10) – (12) 
    
α(  θ)
λ θ
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3.3 The Simulation Model 
The simulation was carried out in Matlab/Simulink-an 
object oriented simulation software; with each aspect 
of the network in figure 1 designed using the simevents 
library. New and handover requests are seen as 
entities. Traffic sources generate entities at given 
intervals of time. Call arrivals are random and 
independent. This implies that calls/requests arrive to 
the network in a random and independent manner. The 
arrival rate λ, for generated entities is defined as 
 
λ  
                                  
               
        (  ) 
The service rate for served entities can be defined as; 
  
                               
               
             (  ) 
Therefore the traffic intensity ρ can be defined as; 
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                                               (  ) 
The design represents an isolated cell, therefore calls 
arrive at the channels one at a time in order to avoid 
congestion in the cell. The channels are modeled using 
a multiple N-server. To design the guard channel which 
is reserved solely for handover calls, a threshold was 
set. Priority is given to handover requests by setting a 
threshold for channels that must not be exceeded by 
new requests and are reserved for handover requests. 
The number of entities currently in the multiple 
servers at simulation time t is used to ensure that only 
handover calls are carried above the set threshold. 
Served handover calls go to the sink while the dropped 
requests are sent to the retrial queue. The retrial queue 
is modeled to follow the FIFO queuing technique. 
Requests in the retrial queue are allowed to retry one 
at a time only for a first retrial. Such calls are lost if they 
are blocked the second time. Since the requests are 
made at different intervals of time, random inter-
arrival (time difference between one request arriving 
at the network and the next request arrival) and 
service times (time difference between one served 
request and the next) are chosen in the simulation. A 
flowchart of the simulation procedure is shown in 
Figure 5. Some parameters and their values are 
presented in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Simulation parameters 
Simulation parameters Value 
simulation time, t 300secs 
inter-arrival times 0.01 to 1secs 
service time 1 to 2 secs 
Number of servers 10 
 
Data collected from the simulation result are applied to 
the analytical model (section III). Figure 2 gives a 
flowchart of the simulation procedure and how priority 
was assigned to both the new and handover requests 




Figure 2: Flowchart of the simulation procedure 
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4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
Figure 3 shows the graph of PB and PBr versus traffic 
intensity. The y-axis to the left reads values for PB 
while the y-axis to the right reads values for PBr. For a 
given traffic intensity, there is a reduction in the 
volume of calls blocked from gaining access into the 
network when the retrial queue is used. It can be 
deduced from the figure that the application of the 
reservation scheme and retrial queue is the best 
solution for improved QoS in the network. However, 
the proposed approach performed better particularly 
at low traffic intensity.  This implies that rural and 
suburban deployments could benefit more from this 
system rather than a typical urban deployment where 
the traffic intensity is high. From Figure 4, it can be 
deduced that at low traffic intensities, the probability of 
dropped handover requests with and without retrial 
are almost equal. This is due to the fact that the guard 
channel prioritizes the reception of handover requests 
into the network over new requests. However, as traffic 
intensities increase, results obtained show that the PH 
tends to diverge. The PH with retrial is lower than that 
without retrial. This could be attributed to the fact that 
increases in traffic requests overwhelms the reserved 
channel resulting to an increase in the PH. The 
application of the retrial queue to the network 
minimizes handover requests at the risk of being 
dropped. Therefore the PH is minimized with both 
reservation and retrial. 
There are other parameters that affect the PBr such as 
the retrial queue length and the retrial rate. From 
Figure 5, a graph of PBr versus K was plotted for 
different retrial rates (α) of  .  ,  .  and  .  . The 
graph shows a sharp increase in the PBr below queue 
lengths of 4 and gradually becomes steady for queue 
lengths greater than 4.The response shows that a lesser 
α and more K gives an additional improvement in the 
PBr. 
 
5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
In this paper, a solution to the problem of retrial queue 
complexity in wireless cellular networks has been 
proposed. Ease of analysis, precision and numerical 
stability are the defining factors that led to the use of 
the integrated computational and analytical approach. 
This approach aids in determining the parameters of a 




Figure 3: Blocking probability with and without retrial 
 
 
Figure 4: Handover dropping probability with retrial 
and without retrial 
 
 
Figure 5: PBr vs K for different retrial rates 
 
 
Designing systems that meet the practical system 
criteria are an added advantage. In addition to the 
retrial queue and guard channel scheme for improved 
blocking probability, it was also deduced that with a 
lower retrial rate and increased retrial queue size, the 
network will perform better in all traffic load 
conditions. Therefore the network operator is armed 
with an additional criteria needed to improve the 
network quality without an increase in the system 
complexity. 
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